GARDEN DESIGN, REDEFINED

THE NEXT STAGE IN CONTEMPORARY OUTDOOR LIVING

JOIN A GARDEN REVOLUTION.

TRANSFORMING
YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE
With iGarden, achieving the garden of your dreams is easier, quicker
and more affordable than ever before.
Through innovative engineering unlike any other, we offer one of the
most flexible approaches to contemporary garden design that delivers
stunning results.

EXPLORE
THE iGARDEN
VISION

INTRODUCING

A PIONEERING
BASE SYSTEM

With iGarden’s innovative base system, the future of contemporary
garden design is here.

Created using lightweight steel, we design a substructure frame that

is made to measure and compatible with your bespoke garden design.

The result is a precisely measured foundation that can accommodate

modular elements with ease, ready to produce an extraordinary
outdoor living space.

With this flexibility, the iGarden base system is one of the most

adaptable, cost-effective and environmentally friendly landscaping
techniques available.

INTRODUCING

INSTALLATION WITH
A DIFFERENCE
During the design process, we take into consideration the
ground surface and aspect throughout your garden.
The substructure frame then replaces the labour intensive
groundworks process found in traditional landscaping.
Placed onto support pads, the bespoke frame is simple and
efficient to build – it can even be constructed without
disturbing any existing utilities.
The frame also makes renovating even the most difficult to
access gardens possible without the need of additional lifting
machinery to further save costs.

INTRODUCING

FLEXIBLE AND
CONTEMPORARY DESIGN

Once the substructure is assembled, it is ready for the surface finishes and modular

features to be fitted. During your design consultation, you will discover that the choices
for these are endless.

Whether its zones of relaxation or outdoor kitchens, flower beds or water features,

summer houses or ambient lighting, if you can imagine it, we can create it.

Or if you require a little inspiration, you can use our experts to create a design that
maximises your space.

Either way, the final result will create a seamless transition between your indoor and

outdoor living spaces, helping to transform the way you spend your time at home.

THE iGARDEN
DIFFERENCE
Choosing to have an iGarden revolutionises
the way your outdoor space is designed
and built to create a stunning result. By
replacing the traditional landscaping
process with iGarden engineering, you
reap a vast amount of benefits.

AN OUTDOOR
SPACE
REVOLUTION

Furthermore, with our unique engineering, this is easier to achieve

space with finishes and features to please you for years to come.

Working together, we can create a contemporary outdoor living

materials can be adapted to almost any project you have in mind.

Flexible in design and fast and simple to erect, our systems and

result is a high-quality patio or decking that is laid with premium precision.

structural stability. Combined with our range of high-performing surface finishes, the

Once installed, the frame also spreads the weight of the entire garden evenly to ensure

dramatic changes in temperature, reducing the need for remedial maintenance.

used in traditional landscaping, it does not rot, shrink or creep under pressure or

and environmentally friendly building techniques available. Unlike many materials

The iGarden lightweight steel frame system is one of the most adaptable, cost-effective

PREMIUM
PERFORMANCE

than ever before. Each bespoke frame is manufactured with points

A CONTEMPORARY
GARDEN MADE EASIER

for finishing elements to be directly fixed to, enabling time-efficient
and easier installation of the garden features you desire.

Once the survey has been taken and design submitted, the frame

groundworks and saving time.

your frame to work in harmony with your ground, reducing

flat, sloping, or a combination of both, calculations are made for

Whatever your ground conditions are and whether your garden is

wastage.

a fixture or fitting, this can also be easily achieved with minimal

Furthermore, with its modular design, should you wish to update

greener way to give your outdoor space a makeover.

traditional landscaping methods. This means the iGarden is a

measure, which dramatically reduces wastage compared to

Each iGarden system is bespoke, 100% recyclable and made-to-

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY

and components are factory-made with high-quality

ACCURATE
& EASIER INSTALLATION

manufacturing precision to create stunning geometric results.

EFFICIENT
DRAINAGE
Traditional patios and decking are often laid on concrete or mortar
bases which require stormwater and soak away systems to be fitted.
Due to the unique substructure creating space between the surface
and the ground underneath, the iGarden’s engineering promotes
natural drainage to drain away water much more quickly after
torrential downpours, without the need of additional stormwater or
soakaway systems.

SAVING
COSTS
The following features make the iGarden a cost-effective system for

It's made to measure to reduce material wastage

contemporary garden design:
•

Is quick to install, assembled on site and requires minimal

Is manufactured ready for modular features to be fixed directly to

materials for greater longevity

Is low maintenance with weather resistant, high performing

groundworks, saving labour costs

•

•

•

the frame, making it far easier and quicker compared to installing
these features in traditional landscaping

ADAPTABLE &
COST-EFFECTIVE
LANDSCAPING
TECHNIQUES

BESPOKE
DESIGN OPTIONS
As soon as the frame is in place, adding the surfaces and finishing
touches to bring your iGarden vision to life is quick and easy. By
mixing and matching colours and textures, it's easy to create zones
and complement any flowers, shrubbery or interior design features
you would like to see extended to your outdoor space.

which are fully suited to cope with the diverse

a range of hand-picked outdoor porcelain tiles

The iGarden has been engineered to accommodate

garden’s look or to access underground services

the frame, they can be easily lifted to update your

your garden. Furthermore, as the tiles are fitted to

superior precision for a sharp, geometric look to

Fitted directly on the frame, the tiles are laid with

PORCELAIN TILES

British climate. Tough and durable, the tiles can

close to maintenance free as you can achieve for a

Classic, Classic Plus or Premium options.

most up-to-date list of tile ranges, which come in

Please contact your iGarden representative for the

such as drainage, manholes or cables.

withstand impact more than natural stone.

patio surface as it resists algae and mould and is

With inbuilt slip resistance, outdoor porcelain is a

kept looking new with a simple wash.

EXAMPLE TILE RANGES WE CAN OFFER

This collection is designed to replicate the style and

MIMICIA FOSSIL

coloured concrete for a cool, contemporary look.

This versatile range offers four earthy shades reminiscent of

INDUSTRY

Please contact your iGarden representative for the most up-to-date range available.

texture of sandstone paving slabs for a traditional look.

Classic: 600 x 600 x 20mm

CEMENT

Classic Plus: 800 x 400 x 20mm

Classic: 600 x 600 x 20mm

Premium: 800 x 800 x 20mm

LEAD

Classic: 900 x 450 x 20mm

ANTHRACITE

ARGENTO

BONE

Designed to look like wooden planks, this range comes in four

GRIGIO

HENDRE

authentic wood shades to create a superior decking feel to your

ANTHRACITE

Based on natural stone popular in southern Mediterranean

iGarden surface.

ELM

LARCH

Premium: 1200 x 400 x 20mm

design, this range evokes a Provence feeling with a convincing
Classic Plus: 800 x 400 x 20mm

GRIS

MAPLE

texture, shade variation and warmth.
Classic: 600 x 600 x 20mm

CREME

Premium: 800 x 800 x 20mm

BLANC

SAND

SYCAMORE

ARTIFICIAL GRASS
i25
This high-quality, short-pile grass is designed for general
landscaping and ideal for areas that are hard to maintain,
such as banks and heavy traffic areas.

i30
A, soft, mid-range grass that is perfect for gardens that
have children and dogs with its hard-wearing and easy to
clean properties.

i40
Our best-selling option, this luxury grass is incredibly
realistic but also very durable. Wonderful to touch, it’s
easy to clean to keep it looking new.

i40 PLUS
Our most luxurious option. With twice as many stitches
per square metre than any other grass currently on the
market, it offers an unrivalled realistic feel.

Our artificial grass collection is hand-picked for its density,
durability, softness and realistic appearance.

BALCONIES & LEVELS

LIGHTING

The iGarden has been engineered to accommodate an outdoor lighting system with
versatile options to suit your vision and budget.

Adding a safe, low voltage and low-energy consuming lighting brings the outdoors to life,

and creates continuity between your indoor and outdoor space.

Working in partnership with lighting design experts, lighting systems for the iGarden
come with 3- or 5-year guarantees.

So whether it's up-lighting, spot lights, wall lights, water lights or general decorative lights,

our lighting experts will be able to create an ambience that transforms your garden
experience.

Whether you have a compact and urban terrace to transform, or whether you have a
larger rural garden to makeover, adding levels, balconies and stairs to your iGarden is
easy thanks to its innovative frame.
Not only is a level garden more accessible and attractive, but if your garden slopes,
adding levels creates a variety of zones. By incorporating stairs or balconies, these
zones can be distinguished further for extra effect.
Designed carefully, the zones created by these features can create pockets of delight
and wonder to appeal to different senses as you journey through your garden.

OUTDOOR KITCHENS
The most luxurious modular element that can be added to the
iGarden is an outdoor kitchen. Barbeques, entertaining and
dining outdoors are some of the most common reasons for
spending time in a garden and an outdoor kitchen is the
premium option for this.
Outdoor kitchen equipment can be added in modular units,
starting with a barbeque, then adding appliances and features
such as fridges, sinks, counters, storage cupboards, islands and
pizza ovens as you wish.

OUTDOOR STRUCTURES

Garden structures can transform your outdoor space to an utterly unique living area.

Whether you're looking for somewhere to entertain friends, or whether you're want a

hideaway to read your favourite book, by incorporating a garden structure, we can
create a stand-out feature for your garden.

Our most popular structures are gazebos or pergolas for covered areas, garden-pods

for an outdoor room, archways for visual beauty and sheds for practical garden

storage. Beyond this, we can design and create any other ideas you may have to
create something unique to meet your vision.

PLANTERS & TROUGHS
Planters and troughs are ideal for drawing attention to special plants and to add
natural colour and fragrance to your garden.
We create bespoke planters which have no limits on size, shape or finish and can
be easily moved. Depending on your overall design theme, popular choices are
tapered circles, bowls, cubes and curved squares. Alternatively, our troughs can
work well with our built-in seating to provide a backdrop to seating area.

BUILT-IN SEATING

Our modular seating option fixes directly onto the iGarden frame and has been

designed to complement our other elements in the range.

We use Iroko hardwood for its longevity and high performing properties and the

|

1500 x 500mm

|

1800 x 500mm

|

1200 x 500mm

bases can be manufactured in a matte or gloss finish to suit your garden design.
Sizes available:
1200 x 500mm

Bespoke lengths available upon request.

Using Glass-Reinforced Plastic, our planters and troughs are lightweight, extremely
durable and low maintenance. They are available in a matte, satin, gloss, metallic or
special effect to complete your iGarden's look.

WATER FEATURES
A functional and eye-pleasing landscape consists of several elements working
harmoniously together, and one of the most beautiful elements is water.
A water feature creates an eye-catching focal point by adding sound, texture
and movement to your iGarden, helping to create an outdoor space that feels
natural and unique.
Water features also create a relaxing atmosphere and are also known for their
ability to increase air quality and humidity and decrease noise pollution with
the therapeutic sound of running water.
We have a wide range of water features to fit different locations, including
fountains, blades, ponds, streams, or waterfalls.

FIREPITS

Another eye-catching focal point based on an element is a fire pit.

Creating a flickering and warm light, fire pits are perfect to gather
around for a cosy night.

They are enjoyable all year and are equally suited to small urban

patios for a commanding centre point, or in a corner of a large

garden to create a snug hideaway.

Available at a range of price points and in a fuel to suit you –

whether it’s a natural wood, natural gas or propane gas fire pit –

there are options to suit all budgets and tastes.

ABOUT iGARDEN

The iGarden is created by Invenire Design, a Wiltshire based company lead by Wayne Fiddes and Patrick

Liddiard who have enjoyed careers in mechanical engineering and landscape gardening.

Using their knowledge of the complexities traditional landscape gardening faces – from the intense labour

requirements to the difficult construction methods – they designed and engineered the iGarden.

In doing so, they've created a unique approach to contemporary garden design that is fast to install, high in
quality and easy to maintain, all with a beautiful aesthetic finish.

With simplicity in labour and design, they believe the iGarden is a revolution in landscape gardening that

will transform the way people build and use their gardens, as well as save homeowners costs in garden
renovations and maintenance for years to come.

PASSION &
EXPERIENCE
WITH AN
ENGINEERING
APPROACH

CREATING THE
PERFECT iGARDEN
Whether you have a clear vision, or whether you want to use our experts
for inspiration, together we create the garden of your dreams.

The iGarden is founded upon the principles of simplicity, practicality

DESIGN

When you first contact us, we will discuss what you’re looking for,

and geometry to achieve contemporary aesthetic results.

INITIAL CONTACT
& SURVEY
what objectives you have for your garden and request rough

Once we have completed a site survey, we take the time to listen to

your wishes and offer our expert advice on how to get the most out

measurements of the space you’re looking to makeover.
Using this information, we will be able to mock up some example

your garden’s aesthetic and functional design.

create the perfect outdoor living space.

elements and finishing touches to achieve your dream vision to

Working together, we can discuss in detail the surfaces, modular

visuals with guidance costs to ensure that what we offer is within
your budget. At this stage, most customers are pleasantly surprised
at just how affordable the iGarden is.
If you agree to proceed, we then arrange a home visit to create a
survey to enable a technical design to be created.

With no groundworks required and no

surfaces and modular elements to be fitted.

Once the frame is installed, it’s ready for the

INSTALLATION

Once the drawings are completed, we

disturbances to any existing services, the

MANUFACTURE

submit the details to our manufacturer to

frame arrives in parts ready to be installed on

FINISHING
TOUCHES

create your bespoke frame and modular

site, making the process remarkably quick

maintenance, iGarden is ready to enjoy.

finishing touches you desire. Your low

planters, garden furniture and any other

your garden is ready to be dressed with

Once the fixtures and fittings are in place,

contemporary new garden.

features to be the focal point of your

underneath the surface leaving your design

Pipes and cables are neatly hidden

elements.

Sitting on support pads, the unique design is

and simple.

the final stages are sent to your home, ready

freestanding which prevents compromising

The initial assembly then takes place before
to be installed on site.

your home’s existing damp-proof course and
will enable you to seamlessly step out onto
your garden at the same level as your
internal flooring.

If you have any question or wish to find out more please contact us:

0333 577 1553 | info@igardenvision.co.uk | www.igardenvision.co.uk

Letcombe House, Basset Down, Wroughton, Wiltshire, SN4 9QP

